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When I use energetic literacy skills to research the rich and influential,  
approximate distances are supplied. Here I would like to clarify the terms being 
used. 

INCHES, FEET, AND MILES 

These are the most obvious ways to tell relative sizes. To convert these to the 
metric system, use an online conversion link like:  
 

http://www.onlineconversion.com/length_common.htm 

FILLS THE ROOM 

Certain singers or actors have such charisma, even the energetically illiterate feel 
something in their presence. The Broadway theater is filled with that voice, that 
presence. 
 
Bill Gates may never fill a big theater, singing and dancing his way into your 
heart. Yet he's reputed to have huge charisma. Many executives do. 
 
Energetic literacy is a way to understand better who has It, who doesn't. Even 
more fascinating are the particular individual qualities of one person's It versus 
someone else's. 
 
My research sometimes brings up a flexible size about how a person's aura 
expands depending on the context. 
 
"Fills the room" means that a person like Bill Gates could speak in a venue of any 
size and would expand energetically to affect everyone present. It could be a 
small conference room or Madison Square Garden or the Albert Hall. Consciously, 
a person might register that as a "Wow!" 
 
Sometimes I'll use a term like "Fills the room plus two inches." That means the 
lucky owner of that particular aura sends out such a strong energy presence that 
it overflows that small conference room or Madison Square Garden or the Albert 
Hall. Consciously, a person might register that as a "WOW!" 
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OUT TO THE SKY 

Okay, scientists will be the first to tell you that, technically, there is no such thing 
as "the sky." Yet most of us do have a sense of sky, right? So I consider it a 
workable concept... especially because this my best way to describe a very 
human quality of aura presence that I find with energetic literacy research. 
 
Even if technically sky doesn't exist, clouds can be measured. Atmospheric 
scientists sort clouds into three categories: 
 

 Low clouds extend from the ground up to 6,500 feet, or a bit over 1 mile, 
or  

 Middle clouds range from 6,500 to 20,000 feet 
 High clouds are over 20,000 feet. 

 
How high into the clouds must we look before we can call that place "sky"? To 
me, the height of a low cloud is plenty.  
 
So I consider "Sky distance" to be approximately 1 mile or 2 kilometers. 

OUT TO THE MOON 

Measuring "from here to the moon" must take into account that the moon moves, 
relative to the earth.  
 
For our purposes, let's keep things simple and use the closest elliptical distance. 
That would be 2, 214, 815 miles or 3,564,400 kilometers.  
 
If it helps you to round numbers off, go ahead and think 2 million miles or 3 
1/2 million kilometers. 

OUT TO THE STARS 

Let's settle for nearby stars. That's a very manageable 1,500 light years – 
manageable because the speed of consciousness goes way faster than the speed 
of light or the speed of sound. 
 
Bringing our units of measurement down to earth, a light year is the distance 
light can travel in a year, about 9.5 trillion kilometers. So that translates into 
13,537.5 trillion kilometers or 8412 trillion miles. 
 
Using inches, or miles, or stacks of $100 bills, even one trillion boggles the mind. 
It's a 1 followed by 12 zeroes. 


